In today's hyper-competitive environment, organizations aim to work smarter, faster and use technology to improve the bottom line. In-house legal departments are not exempt from these demands and can struggle to keep up with competitors.

We offer a range of services and programs to better serve our clients and enhance value. These include:

- Discovery Services
- DRIVEN BY WOMEN™
- Legal Translation Services
- STARTUP&GROW™
- Consulting
- National Leasing Centre
- Team North®

Specializations

Consulting
Tackle your legal department’s operational challenges with help from our highly specialized business advisors.

Discovery Services
Document review can be expensive and time consuming. Outsourcing this to low-bid lawyers is not a cost-effective strategy.

Driven By Women™
A network for women in business to empower, mentor, learn and succeed.

Legal Translation Services
If you’re doing business in Canada, it’s essential to be able to communicate in both official languages.

National Leasing Centre
Whether you have a large, complex leasing portfolio or only need occasional guidance, you need a partner that will make it faster and easier to manage your leasing portfolio.

StartUp & Grow™
Starting a business can be challenging. Whether you’re an entrepreneur running a start-up, early- or growth-stage company, STARTUP&GROW™ can help meet your business’s objectives and needs.
Team North®

Canada's North is unique – legal issues and matters can change quickly here.